
This article contains mentions of the following: achievements, goals

With the end of the year in sight, I have been reflecting a lot recently on what I have
achieved and learnt this year.

At the beginning of the year, I set out to brush up on my piano skills, become fluent in
French, and learn how to do a handstand.

Needless to say, I haven’t achieved any of those three; in fact, the last one has just left me
toppling over onto a lot of cushions!

Reflecting on this, I initially felt disappointed that I didn’t reach any of my resolutions or goals
for the year. I sometimes feel that there’s a stigma that if you don’t have goals, don’t learn
new skills, and don’t reach huge milestones, you’re not doing well or achieving things.

However, learning and achievements can come in all shapes and sizes and, when I sat
down to think about it, I realised I have learnt a lot this year - even when I thought I hadn’t!

In honour of it being 2021, I put together 21 things that I learned or achieved this year, with a
little help from my friends of all different ages!

What have you learnt this year that you weren’t expecting? What are you looking forward to
for next year? Share with us over on Kooth in our magazine comment section!

“I have learnt that I love using my lunch breaks as an excuse to go for a walk while listening
to audiobooks! It's a very new discovery, but it's already helping me so much!”

“I have learnt to tie my shoe laces this year. It’s so cool to finally be able to do that.”
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“I’ve learnt how to save money this year! I’ve got my first part-time job, so it’s been great to
get experience in that, too.”

“I have learnt how to properly care for my houseplants! I have always wanted to gain more
knowledge in this, so that my plants would last a bit longer, but this is the year it finally
happened.”

“This year, I have discovered that I actually really love walking. I used to think it was boring,
but since lockdown, I’ve become a huge fan of walking.”

“I’ve learnt that I am resilient.”

“I learned how to make apple butter and chutney at home. I also learned how to prune
tomato plants!”

“I’ve learnt how to act! I’m in an amateur theatre company run by my husband, who used to
be a professional actor, and I play one of the main witch characters. It’s been a lot of fun,
and I am discovering talents I never knew I had.”

“I’ve learnt that journaling is really beneficial for my wellbeing.”

“I learnt to take small positives as bigger wins. I also found that reading on public transport is
a great way of getting a few pages done in a hectic schedule.”

“I learnt how to set myself important boundaries and not feel guilty for it - I also learnt how to
crochet!”

“Mine would be rediscovering my love of reading before bed.”

“I’ve learnt that taking breaks and time out is just as important for me as being productive.”

“This year I learnt that a snail can sleep for three years; how cool is that?”
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“I’ve learnt a big lesson this year - my mental health should always be my priority.  I’ve
started putting it first when it comes to other parts of my life, and it’s made such a huge
difference. It takes time to work out what is good for your mental health, but it’s worth the
energy!”

“I’ve re-learnt how to sew! My mum taught me when I was younger, but I haven’t used the
skills in a few years. This year, I wanted to repair some of my clothes, so it was a great time
to learn.”

“I’ve learnt that I’m actually really creative! Throughout school, I thought I was always more
academic, but I’ve recently discovered a creative side to me that I really love.”

“I’ve bought my first car recently. That feels like a really big achievement, and I’m really
proud of myself.”

“I achieved a better sleeping pattern this year. Lockdown last year made [managing] a sleep
cycle really difficult for me. I’m starting to see a big improvement. “

“I’ve learnt how to make jewellery this year! It’s something I always wanted to try, and I was
gifted a workshop for my birthday. It was so fun, and I’m looking forward to learning more!”

So there we have it: 21 things my friends and I learnt in 2021! And it just shows, it’s not
always about milestones and goals, although they are something to be celebrated, too. We
have all learnt something this year, no matter how big or small, and all achievements
deserve to be celebrated.
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